Cutter numbers for composers: V


Cutter name | Comments
--- | ---
V131 Va?nberg, M. (Moise?) | W4227 in M1001
V152 Valen, Fartein, 1887-1952
V159 Valentine, Robert, 1674-approximately 1735
W24 Vanhal, Johann Baptist, 1739-1813; cutter as Wanhal [26]
7
V334 Vasks, Peteris, 1946-
V296 Varèse, Edgard, 1883-1965
V371 Vaughan Williams, Ralph, 1872-1958
5
V474 Veracini, Francesco Maria, 1690-1768
V484 Verdi, Giuseppe, 1813-1901
V645 Victoria, Tomás Luis de, approximately 1548-1611
V665 Viener, Louis, 1870-1937 | V6655 in M25
V671 Vieuxtemps, Henri, 1820-1881 | V668 in M47
V714 Villa-Lobos, Heitor
V799 Viotti, Giovanni Battista, 1755-1824
V855 Vivaldi, Antonio, 1678-1741
V883 Vogler, Georg Joseph, 1749-1814
W94 Vranicky, Anton, 1761-1820 (old form previously used for cutters); cutter as Wranitzky, Anton, 1761-1820 [27]
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